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Preface
This Exercise Directive aim to describe all necessary details about the exercise during the
SCOPE 2017 project. It shall also give the participants information about the context and
scope of the exercise, together with a description of the planning process.
The first part describes the planning and how the exercise has been created.
The “Exercise” part describes the exercise and how this will be performed; setup,
organization, rules, etc.
The surrounding parts of the exercise, as Observers/VIP and Press & media is also
described.
To make the directive short, compact and easy to read, details and references are attached
as appendixes in this document. A reference is made in the text.
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1 Exercise SCOPE 2017
1.1 Background
Due to heavy vessel traffic carrying hazardous noxious substances, the Grenland area in
Norway is exposed for the risk of serious accidents resulting in substantial consequences for
both humans, the environment and material assets. Generally, the Skagerrak area is subject
for the risk of vessel accidents involving both Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Amongst
other, these countries are signatories in the Copenhagen Agreement and hence they are
involved in annual cooperative exercises.
Together with the possibility and need for involving the EU support, a full-scale exercise
would improve cooperation and coordination between the involved parties, and strengthen
the capacity and quality of the total pollution readiness in the region.
Based on risk analysis, the Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA) decided to conduct a
full-scale exercise in 2017 in the Grenland area. This exercise also incorporates the annual
exercise between Norway, Sweden and Denmark as described in the Copenhagen
Agreement. NCA decided to invite a broad range of exercise participants, and to seek
partners and funding from the European Commission, in order to create a major oil- and
chemical spill exercise in a European perspective.

1.2 The SCOPE 2017 Project
Due to the Grant Agreement between NCA and the EU, SCOPE 2017 is an “action” for 24
months, starting January 1st 2017 with end date December 31st 2018. The four main phases
in the project is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planning
Exercise Week (week 39/2017)
Evaluation
Way Forward

In this document, “the project” is also used for activities outside the definite exercise
performed during week 39/2017.
The Grant Agreement is between NCA (as project “coordinator”) and the European
Commission. In addition, the following are beneficiaries:






Defence Command Denmark, Denmark
Kustbevakningen (Coast Guard), Sweden
Environment Agency of Iceland, Iceland
IUA (Inter-municipal cooperation on acute pollution) Telemark, Norway
South-East Police District, Norway

In addition, several organizations are invited to take part in the project and in the exercise.
See list in chapter 2.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The overarching objective of SCOPE 2017 is to:



contribute to improved national and international coordination of vessel accidents
involving hazardous and polluting cargoes
strengthen collaboration between the signatories to the Copenhagen agreement,
Bonn agreement and with the EU over support, and make the best possible use of
the resources, services and guidelines offered through the EU.

Further the aims are:
o

o

o

o

o
o
o

preparing a scenario and arrangements for the exercise which contribute to realistic
challenges for all participants in such areas as coordination, information management
and other conditions of significance for effective management of the incident
implement correct notification measures nationally and internationally, including
activation of the mechanism and the mobilization of international support
(Copenhagen agreement, EU, Bonn agreement) by using the CECIS marine pollution
platform
have arrangements for host nation support which contribute to receiving and following
up foreign entities in accordance with the EU’s host nation support guidelines,
national guidelines and the NCA’s plans
train and exercise on collaboration between Norwegian (local, regional and national)
players and between national and international players over conditions involving
serious oil and chemical pollution, based on the description in the available
emergency preparedness plans
train and exercise plans for claims management
train and exercise plans for place of refuge pursuant to the new guidelines from the
EU and national plans
train and exercise EUCP-team to a marine pollution incident

1.4 Scenario summary
On September 26th 2017 at 02:14 local time, a product tanker and a gas (LPG) tanker
collided in the area south of Langesund in Telemark county, on the south-east coast of
Norway. The gas tanker was loaded with ammonia. At the time, no pilot was on board any of
these vessels.
Hull damages to the product tanker caused a spill of 1040 m3 heavy fuel oil (IF 180) to the
sea. Some of this drifted north towards shore in the Langesund area, and the rest drifted
outwards and westwards because of a shift in wind direction. The product tanker was later
towed to berth in Larvik.
The hull of the gas tanker was not reported leaking, but the cargos system on the gas tanker
was damaged as a result of the collision. The gas tanker first drifted westwards, then
dropped its anchors.
The crew then discovered a gas leakage from the damaged cargo system. The crew on
board the gas tanker made a huge effort to stop the ammonia leakage. However, the crew
was unable to stop the leakage themselves, and called for assistance. National MIRG-CHEM
teams from Oslo and Bergen were mobilized during the night, in order to handle the
ammonia leakage. The MIRG-CHEM teams will arrive in the early morning hours.
Due to the ongoing ammonia leakage, and a required safety zone, any oil spill recovery
operation at sea was put on hold in the morning hours.
Despite the ammonia leakage, the crew on board the gas tanker reported to be safe, and the
Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC) Stavanger handed over the lead of the operation
to The Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA) as the national competent authority.
The NCA Incident Commander declared a governmental lead response operation to be in
effect from 06:00 local time. Before that, NCA had prepared and planned for the upcoming oil
spill operation both at sea and at shore, and an extensive mobilization of national and
international oil spill response resources was made. This included the activation of the
EUCP, and the use of SafeSeaNet and CECIS to notify and request support from the
neighbouring states and the EU. Numerous national governmental agencies, including
ministry level were notified during the night.
5

The SCOPE 2017 divide the exercise into 5 sub-scenarios:






Chemical incident at sea
Oil spill recovery operations at sea
Oil spill recovery operations in the shoreline
Investigation
Evacuation / Chemical incident at berth

(“Chem Sea”)
(“Oil Spill Sea”)
(“Oil Spill Shoreline”)
(“Invest”)
(“Evac / Chem Land”)

The last sub-scenario is a result of a new gas (ammonia) leakage from the gas tanker on day
2 of the exercise, after she was towed to berth.
In addition to the five sub-scenarios, additional activities are linked to the SCOPE 2017
exercise:




Prior to the exercise week, a Notification Exercise will be conducted (in week
36,2017). See also chapter 5.1.
The SCOPE 2017 Claims Work Shop will be linked to the exercise. See also chapter
5.2.
EMSA will arrange the 2017 Table Top Exercise (TTX) concerning Place of Refuge
(PoR), in connection with the SCOPE 2017 exercise. See also chapter 5.3.

1.5 Methodology
SCOPE 2017 will be conducted as a full-scale exercise. NCA have, together with the
beneficiaries and other participants, developed aims and objectives for the exercise. The
exercise will emphasize realistic scenarios that reflects the aims and objectives in the
SCOPE 2017 exercise.

1.6 Exercise Time Schedule
Presented in figure 1.1 on next page is the main activities during the exercise.
StartEX:
EndEX:

September 26th 2017 (Tuesday), time 06:00 local time
September 27th 2017 (Wednesday), time 18:00 local time

Schedule for Monday 25th September 2017:
Time

Activity

Location

16:00 - 17:00

Brief SCOPE 2017

Skjærgården Hotel, Langesund
NCA, Horten (streaming)
Recorded brief will be available, see
www.scope2017.com

17:00 - 18:00

Brief DISTAFF & Controllers

Skjærgården Hotel, Langesund

18:30 – 19:30

Opening Ceremony

Skjærgården Hotel, Langesund
NCA, Horten (streaming)

19:30 – 20:00

Brief SCOPE 2017 (repeat)

Skjærgården Hotel, Langesund
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1.7 Financial
As NCA has been granted funds for financing the project from the European Commission,
the beneficiaries will get parts of their cost refunded from NCA assuming their contribution is
minimum the amount in the agreement budget.

Figure 1.1 The main activities during the exercise.

Other participants in SCOPE 2017 will, as a rule cover their own expenses related to
participation in the exercise.
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2 Partners and Participants
Partners:
European Commission
Norwegian Coastal Administration (Coordinator)
Defence Command Denmark
Swedish Coast Guard
Environment Agency of Iceland
Inter-municipal cooperation on acute pollution (IUA) Telemark, Norway
South-East Police District, Norway
Other participants:
Oslo Fire and Rescue Services (MIRG-CHEM)
Bergen Fire and Rescue Services (MIRG-CHEM)
Local Fire and Rescue Services
EMSA
Local Port Authorities
Inter-municipal cooperation on acute pollution (IUA) Vestfold, Norway
Norwegian Civil Defence
Norwegian Armed Forces
Havariekommando, Germany
Norwegian Maritime Authority
Norwegian Environment Agency
County Governor of Telemark, Norway
Accident Investigation Board, Norway
Norwegian Clean Seas Association for Operating Companies (NOFO)
Statoil Norway
Solvang ASA (Shipping Company providing an LPG tanker for the scenario play)
Teekay Tankers Ltd
DNV GL
GARD (P&I)
Skuld (P&I)
Norwegian Hull Club
Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection
University College of Southeast Norway
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3 Planning
The SCOPE 2017 project has the following organizational structure (chart):

Figure 3.1: SCOPE 2017 Project Organization

3.1 Project Management
The project are lead by the project manager, Mr. Stig Wahlstrøm, on behalf of the project
owner, Mr. Johan Marius Ly (Director, Department for Emergency Response, NCA).
The Core Planning Team (CPT) consists of one representative from each beneficiary, plus
the project manager. The CPT is responsible for the progress of planning, financial follow-up
and overall supervision of the project and the exercise. The CPT meets regularly to plan and
follow up the project.
The Project Group (PG) consists of the CPT and the syndicate leaders in the figure above.
The PG meet regularly, mainly in connection with planning conferences and CPT meetings.
List of PG members below:
Name

Organisation

Phone

e-mail

Johan Marius
Ly

NCA

+4795709335

johan.marius.ly@kystverket.no

Stig Wahlstrøm

NCA

+4795885314

stig.wahlstrom@kystverket.no

Ole Kristian
Bjerkemo

NCA

+4797042640

ole.kristian.bjerkemo@kystverket.no

Jan
Kristoffersen

IUA Telemark

+4791365018

jan.kristoffersen@bamble.kommune.no

Bjørge Lohte

Police

Torben Iversen

DCD

+45 2287 8280

VFK-M-MSP330@mil.dk

Örjan
Martinsson

Kustbevakningen

+46 708 97 4476

Orjan.Martinsson@kustbevakningen.se

bjorge.lothe@politiet.no
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Sigridur
Kristinsdottir

EAI

+354 591 2000

sigridur.kristinsdottir@umhverfisstofnun.is

Jan Pedersen

NCA

+4797759422

jan.pedersen@kystverket.no

Stig Nordås

NCA

+4792623184

stig.nordaas@kystverket.no

Thomas
Henriksen

NCA

+4795941111

thomas.henriksen@kystverket.no

Lill V.
Benjaminsen

NCA

+4741161595

lill.benjaminsen@kystverket.no

Kjetil Aasebø

NCA

+4792858505

kjetil.aasebo@kystverket.no

Knut Arnhus

NCA

+4791816932

knut.arnhus@kystverket.no

Marianne
Henriksen

NCA

+4791916029

marianne.henriksen@kystverket.no

Mona Løken

NCA

+4792890528

mona.loken@kystverket.no

Birgitte B.
Kvamme

NCA

+4793451172

birgitte.kvamme@kystverket.no

Wolfgang G.
Krajic

Synergies

+43 664 917 84 83

wolfgang.krajic@synergies.si

3.2 Syndicates
The planning structure is divided into different syndicates, each responsible for different parts
of the exercise. Some syndicates are planning the actual exercise (“Scenario & Injects” and
“Host Nation Support”), while other are planning connected activities (i.e. “Press & Media”,
“Observers and VIP”). In addition, supporting syndicates are established (“Logistics”
“Finance” and “HSE”), covering all the other.
Syndicate

Planning responsibilities

Scenario & Injects

Plan the overall and detailed scenario, and
to create a DSEC (Detailed Scenario
Episode Catalogue) containing a set of
injects for the following sub-scenarios:







Chem sea
Oil Spill Sea
Oil Spill Shoreline
Evac/Chem Land
Investigation
Incident Command

Each sub-scenario has its own dedicated
sub-scenario leader who is responsible for
planning the sub-scenario.
The Scenario & Injects syndicate leader is
responsible for the overall operational
exercise plan.
Host Nation Support (HNS)

Plan how to train and exercise the
resources that act as hosts for the forces
from foreign forces, both equipment and
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people. The guidelines for HNS should be
used
Work shop and table tops

Plan the three workshops/table tops in
SCOPE 2017:




Notification and Request for
Assistance Exercise
Claims Workshop
3rd EU Place of Refuge Table top
exercise (PoR TTX)

Press and media

Plan and handle the internal, national and
international press and information
activities, together with information during
the exercise week

Observers and VIP program

Plan the EU observers program, from
invitation, registration and travel through the
actual 2-days program during the exercise
week. Also plan and organize the program
for the national observers and the VIPs

Logistics

Plan and support all activities related to the
exercise. This means to make sure that all
equipment, area and supplies will be
available at the right place and right time

Finance

Responsible for the budget during the entire
project, follow up accordingly, and report to
the EU commission according to the Grant
Agreement.

HSE / safety

Plan and ensure the health, safety and
environment during the entire project,
together with the local (each organization)
HSE responsible.

Evaluation

Evaluate the project and lead the Evaluation
Workshop and the Way forward seminar.
The evaluation group will contribute to
defining good aims and objectives for the
exercise, this includes making sure the aims
and objectives are consistent with each
other, and that they can be evaluated.
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4 Exercise execution
4.1 Command and control
In the event of major incidents involving actual or threatened acute pollution, the Norwegian
Coastal Administration (NCA), acting on behalf of central government, can assume full or
partial command of the response to the incident. During exercise SCOPE 2017, NCA will
assume full command over all efforts related to acute pollution.
Even if the NCA assumes command, the responsible polluter (company/ enterprise/ ship
owner) shall continue its effort in accordance with own emergency response plans, and plans
and orders from the NCA Incident Command. The local (municipal) authorities (IUAs) receive
plans and orders from NCA, and shall report to NCA’s Incident Command.
The NCA’s Incident Command will incorporate representatives from the responsible polluter,
insurance companies, and advisers from a wide range of governmental organizations. To
meet the challenges presented by major acute pollution incidents, the NCA has established
an advisory group, which can safeguard technical and unified environmental priorities.
NCA Incident Command structure will be in accordance with the figure below. Within NCA
Incident Command, typical ICS functions are manned.

Figure 4.1: NCA Incident Command structure

4.2 DISTAFF
The Directing Staff (DISTAFF) shall provide an overall direction for the exercise. This
includes, but is not limited to the following:
•

Direct, monitor and control the exercise, in order to create the environment that will
allow the training audience to achieve the exercise aims and objectives.
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•

Function as response cell as necessary

•

Safety monitoring

The DISTAFF main tools will be:
•

Exercise Directive and Safety Directive

•

Scenario Description and Play Instructions

•

DSEC / injects

•

Communications Catalogue

•

Communication (VHF, Cell phones, Emergency net (Nødnett)

•

Command & Control computer tools, including electronic maps, AIS data etc.

•

A number of “Controllers” (persons) on specific exercise locations

The DISTAFF OPS-room will be manned 24/7, and the staff reports directly to the Exercise
Director (Johan Marius Ly, NCA). The OPS-room will be located at Quality Hotel
Skjærgården, Langesund.

Exercise
Director

DISTAFF
OPS ROOM

CONTROLLERS

Figure 4.2: DISTAFF hierarchy

4.3 Controllers
The DISTAFF OPS-room will be in direct contact with a number of personnel on different
exercise locations or objects (i.e vessels). These controllers will be briefed and familiar with
the DSEC and injects, and their role is to make sure DISTAFF has a good understanding of
the participants execution, progress or problem areas. In addition, the controllers are
expected to report any relevant issues including safety matters to DISTAFF.
The controllers are DISTAFF’s eyes in the field.

4.4 Exercise areas
For exercise SCOPE 2017, the following exercise areas are established:





2 exercise areas at sea (both may be used simultaneously). See figure 4.3 and 4.4.
1 main exercise area for shoreline oil spill response operations See figure 4.5.
1 exercise area in the surroundings of the “NATO pier” in Langesund. See figure 4.6.
1 Temporary Danger Area for participating air traffic. See figure 4.7.

Note: The exercise area coordinates are listed in appendix C.
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Figure 4.3: Exercise area “A” (sea).

Figure 4.4: Exercise area “B” (sea).
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Figure 4.5: Exercise area “Krokshavn” for shoreline operations

Figure 4.6: Exercise area “NATO pier”
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Figure 4.7: Temporary Danger Area for air traffic (from the surface up to 2500 feet)

4.5 Time
The exercise will be conducted in real time, and according to real time of the year.

4.6 Weather
Real weather will be played in exercise SCOPE 2017.

4.7 Detailed scenario description and play instructions
A separate “Scenario Description and Play Instructions” document is defined, please see
appendix D.

4.8 Players action
All players shall respond to events and injects in accordance with their own preparedness
plans and routines. Players shall establish contact with collaborative partners as seen
realistic and necessary. The “Communications Catalogue” shall be used as the primary tool
to find contact data to other participants. The players shall contact DISTAFF if they need to
establish contact with any organization not participating in the exercise.
All exercise communication (verbal and written) shall be prefixed by the words “EXERCISE
SCOPE”. All correspondence shall end with the words “EXERCISE SCOPE”.
Any exercise artificiality shall not disturb or delay the exercise in an unnecessary manner.
Players are expected to cope with exercise artificialities, and to not fight the setting. Any
major or obstructing artificiality shall be reported to a Controller on site, who in turn will seek
a solution with DISTAFF.
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4.9 Host Nation Support
The request phase of Host nation support, will mainly be covered through the planning of the
exercise and the Notification and Request for Assistance Exercise in week 36.
Most of the receiving phase will be done in the planning and preparing part of the exercise
and should mostly be complete before the play starts. Still there might be some receiving
during the exercise.
During the exercise, the focus for Host Nation Support will be on the supplying phase. The
goal will be to support all resources coming from abroad according to plans and guidelines.
In the supporting phase it will also be important to exercise collaboration between Norwegian
resources and resources coming from abroad.
After the end of exercise it is important to ensure safe and efficient return of all resources
according to plans and guidelines.
All need and request of Host Nation Support during the exercise shall be sent to the NCA
Incident Command in Horten.

4.10 Berthing plan
Participating vessels will be berthed in Langesund. See figure 4.8 – 4.11

Figure 4.8: General overview Langesund
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Figure 4.9: Smietangen, main area for vessels and equipment

Figure 4.10: Ferry terminal, berth for larger vessels
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Figure 4.11: Steamship quay / Pilot station

4.11 Communication Catalogue
A separate Communication Catalogue is defined, please see appendix B.
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5 Workshop and Table Tops
5.1 Notification and Request for Assistance Exercise
The Notification and Request for Assistance Exercise is run in week 36/2017 (prior to the
main exercise) and with an evaluation workshop during the exercise week.
The Notification and Request for Assistance Exercise will be executed from Horten. The
Evaluation workshop will be held in Langesund.
The Notification and Request for Assistance Exercise has its own exercise directive. This is
available on www.scope2017.com

5.2 Claims Workshop
There will be a Claims Management Workshop on Wednesday 27th and Thursday 28th of
September in Horten. NCA has invited participants from EU Member States who works with
claims management to participate in the workshop.
The focus on the workshop will be main issues regarding liability and securing claims and on
cooperation between different countries which are affected by pollution or threat of pollution
following a shipping incident. In addition, EMSA will give a presentation of the EU Claims
Management Guidelines. ITOPF will give a presentation about ITOPFs role in an incident
and IOPC funds will have a presentation about the compensation regimes when it comes to
oil spill from tankers.
On Thursday, there will be a joint session with the PoR TTX, were we will focus on financial
security.
See more details on www.scope2017.com

5.3 3rd EU Place of Refuge Table top exercise (PoR TTX)
The Place of Refuge Table Top Exercise is not a part of the SCOPE 2017 Grant Agreement.
The 3rd EU PoR TTX will be organized in parallel with SCOPE 2017, and will make partly
use of the same scenario as the pollution response exercise. The overall aim of the TTX is to
make use of the EU Operational Guidelines for Place of Refuge and relevant operational
services provided by EMSA. Relevant elements of the exercise will be conducted in
association with the Claims Workshop. The TTX will focus on addressing challenges related
to dealing with a vessel carrying HNS products. Previous TTXs have dealt with scenarios
involving oil pollution.
The new guidelines from EU will be exercised, together with national plans.
Relevant stakeholders involved in ship accidents, such as ship owners, insurers, salvage
companies and classification societies are invited, and will participate in the TTX by playing
their role.
The PoR TTX will be arranged in Horten Wednesday 27.09.2017 – Thursday 28.09.2017.
See more details on www.scope2017.com
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6 Press and media
SCOPE 2017 aims to inform and show the public the aspects and complexity of the exercise.
In addition to, how we would act when there is an oil spill, both regional, national and
international. Therefore, the press is invited to the exercise.
There will also be activities to create background material for later information and education
within the area of oil spill preparedness.
The press will overall follow the Observer and VIP program, in addition to one dedicated boat
for the camera crew. The camera crew wears orange vests with “PHOTO” on the back. To
maintain their safety NCA personnel will escort the camera crew.
All members of the press will be wearing yellow vests, labelled "Press" on the back. They will
be guided by NCA communication staff, which will have orange vests labelled "Information"
on the back. If a reporter asks you about something outside your field of expertise, we advice
you to refer them to a person with "Information" on their back.
Professional press will follow large sections of the observer program, and will get the
opportunity to interview Emergency Response Director of the Norwegian Coastal
Administration, Johan Marius Ly.
Press from local and national news media will also be invited, and a press brief will be held in
the morning before departure on Tuesday September 26th, as well as a press conference at
lunch times in a suitable location. Here only media and spokespersons will be present.
Contact information:
Marianne Henriksen, phone: +47 9191 6029
Pål Are Lilleheim, phone: +47 9268 7085
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7 Visitors and Observers program
SCOPE 2017 has two separate programs for Observers and VIP.
The objective with the Observers program is to let professionals within oil spill and
emergency preparedness visit the exercise to see and learn. There are participants from 51
invited countries through the EU system, partners in the project and from other relevant
organizations.
In addition to the Observers program there will be arranged a VIP program for key persons
relevant for the partners in the project.
Both the Observers program and the VIP program will visit the exercise area at sea, as well
as the activities on shore.
The Observers program lasts from Monday 25.09.2017 – Wednesday 27.09. 2017. Were as
the VIP program lasts from Monday 25.09.2017 – Tuesday 26.09.2017.
Both programs held in Langesund.
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8 Finance
The Finance syndicate is responsible for the budget during the entire project, and follow up
accordingly. It will not be possible to discuss project budgetary issues during the exercise. All
costs should be discussed prior to the exercise, if not, as a rule, the actor himself should
cover all costs.
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9 Evaluation and research
After the exercise week the SCOPE 2017 project will focus on evaluation and way forward
activities. The evaluation during the exercise needs to be done in the field in hot wash ups
and summed up at the end of the exercise.
A research group from University College of Southeast Norway will also be connected to the
exercise. They will observe and collect data during the exercise
All evaluators (evaluation team and research group) will have marking vests, as described in
chapter 12.1.

9.1 Hot wash up
Each activity must be evaluated accordingly during the action and operation. At the end of
each operation, there shall be performed a hot wash up on site. Each sub-scenario leader is
responsible to arrange such activity for the sub-scenario. Other parts of the exercise must
also perform their hot wash up, as: HSE, HNS/Logistics, Observers program and Media.
A final and overall hot wash up will be arranged after EndEX, on Thursday September 28th at
0900 local time, at Skjærgården Hotel in Langesund. 1-2 representative(s) from all the
groups must report shortly from their activity. The sequence of the presentations will be:
1. Incident Command
2. Chem Sea
3. Oil spill Sea
4. Oil spill Shoreline
5. Investigation
6. Chem Land
7. HNS / Logistics
8. HSE
9. Observers program
10. Media
11. Evaluation
Each group will be given 7 minutes for their presentation.

9.2 Evaluation and Way forward
The project will carry out evaluation of SCOPE 2017 in accordance with the aims and
objectives of the exercise, and the plan in the Grant Agreement with EU. In addition, the
participating organizations are expected to conduct an evaluation of their own contribution,
based on their individual objectives.
A separate Evaluation team is defined, and SCOPE 2017 has subcontracted a dedicated
team leader for the team. The team consist of 6 members from different organizations.
The Evaluation group leader and some of the group members has been present during the
planning conferences.
The dedicated evaluation team will evaluate the overall objectives for the exercise. They will
also evaluate the SCOPE 2017 project as a whole looking particularly into processes and
procedures and attempt to identify best practices and recommendations for improvements.
Based on these recommendations, the evaluation group will also be responsible for
developing a plan for the way forward process after the exercise and advise participating
organisations on the implementation.
It is expected that each participant in the exercise evaluate their own organization and efforts
in the exercise in addition to the overall report.
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The evaluation work will focus on proses and procurers on an organizational level. They will
not evaluate and pinpoint individuals nor individual organizations. All observations and data
collected will be kept by the evaluation team. Data will be made anonymous and store safely.
Point of contact for evaluation: Mr. Wolfgang G. Krajic
Contact information: wolfgang.krajic@synergies.si, mobile: +43 664 917 84 83

Figure 9.1: SCOPE 2017 evaluation in three levels

9.3 Research
The goal and purpose of this SCOPE research is to examine whether there, through various
mixed study approaches, is a relationship between participation in collaboration exercises
and experiencing perceived levels of learning and usefulness in actual crisis work.
Several steps will be taken to ensure that all phases of this study are conducted in
accordance with the high ethical standards required and expected by the Norwegian Center
for Research Data (NSD). First, permission has been sought from NSD (project nr. 44815).
All researcher and data collection methods have been reported. All participants will be
informed about the researcher`s present, and there will be a focus on volunteerism
throughout the data collection process. All collected data will be processed and stored in
accordance with NSD regulations. No individual will without informed consent be identified in
later published research. The research team will strive to maintain privacy and confidentially
throughout the process. Contact information to the research team will be provided.
Point of contact for evaluation: Mr. Leif Inge Magnussen
Contact information: Leif.Magnussen@usn.no, mobile: +47 95 75 18 14
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10 Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)
The HSE/Safety syndicate has created a separate Safety Directive, available in appendix A.
All participants in the exercise are obligated to read and comprehend this directive.
It is not acceptable for operational staff to drink alcohol or use other intoxicating substances
during the operational part of the exercise (from StartEX to EndEx).
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11 Locations, transport and general information
The SCOPE 2017 exercise will be arranged in two main areas of Norway; Langesund and
Horten. NCA have its Incident Command in Horten, and Langesund is the exercise area for
the different operations. It is approximately 90 km (1hours 40 minutes drive) between Horten
and Langesund. Figure 11.1 to 11.3 gives an overview of the different locations.

Figure 11.1: Map over the exercise locations and airports.
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In Langesund the follwoing activites will take place, indicated in the map below:

Figure 11.2: Exercise locations in Langesund.
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In Horten the follwoing activites will take place, indicated in the map below:

Figure 11.3: Exercise locations in Horten
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11.1 Hitch hiking
SCOPE 2017 request all participanst to share seats in their car when driving between Horten
and Langesund. In the hotel reception area in Langesund (Skjærgården hotel) and in the
entrance hall in Horten there will be a board available to both announce free seats and ask
for lift.

11.2 Information center
There will be a dedicated SCOPE 2017 information center in Skjærgården hotel, Langesund.
You may also contact the following persons:
Name

Phone

Areas

Elin Nilssen

+47 988 61 769

Hotel and accomodation,
Travel between Langesund
and Horten

Sylviann Kårvatn

+47 48 26 42 53

International travel,
Transport to/from airport,
Hotel accomodation

Wenche S. Stenvang

+47 986 42 492

General information,
location Horten
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12 Clothing and identification
12.1 Marking vests
During the SCOPE2017 exercise, some functions will be wearing marking vests. The table
below gives an overview of what functions will be wearing vests, their role and the color.

FUNCTION

ROLE

COLOR ON THE
VEST

HSE

CONTROL THE COMPLIANCE WITH THE HSE
SYSTEM DURING THE EXERCISE

ORANGE

DISTAFF

DIRECTING STAFF PROVIDES AN OVERALL
DIRECTION OF THE EXERCISE

ORANGE

CONTROLLER

THE CONNECTION BETWEEN DISTAFF AND
FIELD OPERATIONS DURING THE EXERCISE

ORANGE

GUIDE

STAFF FOLLOWING THE VIP AND
OBSERVERS.

ORANGE

INFORMATION

NCA’S INTERNAL COMMUNICATION STAFF

ORANGE

PHOTO

NCA’S INTERNAL COMMUNICATION STAFF

ORANGE

EVALUATOR

TEAM EVALUATING THE EXERCISE

ORANGE

PRESS

EXTERNAL PRESS AND MEDIA

YELLOW

QUALIFIED
STAFF

STAFF WITH ACCESS TO RESTRICTED
AREAS

WHITE

EUCPT

EUCP Team

BLUE

Table 12.1: Overview of vests used during the SCOPE2017 exercise.

All personnel wearing marking vests are No-players.

12.2 Clothing
During field operation, suitable clothing should be used in accordance with the Safety
Directive.
During receptions and other arrangements, informal civil clothing / daily working rig should be
used.

12.3 ID-card
All participants in the SCOPE2017 exercise have their own ID-card for identification and
access to exercise areas or restricted areas for some personnel. To avoid unauthorized
persons entering the exercise area the participants must wear their ID-cards at all time.

12.4 Cars
In the Langesund area all cars that are a part of the exercise shall at all time have a
dedicated SCOPE 2017 ID card visible displayed in the windscreen. ID cards are available at
the Information center at Skjærgården hotel, Langesund.
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Appendix A – Safety Directive
Appendix B – Communication catalogue
Appendix C – Exercise area coordinates
Appendix D – Scenario Description and Play Instructions

Norwegian Coastal Administration

Safety
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SCOPE 2017
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1. NCA’s Health, Safety and Environmental-system
The Norwegian Coastal Administration, NCA, has the responsibility to make sure no one gets
hurt during the SCOPE 2017 exercise. NCA is the principal company during governmental
led acute pollution incidents providing NCA with the coordinated responsibility for Health
Safety and Environment, here after called HSE.
NCA’s HSE system applies for all units participating in SCOPE 2017, with exception of the
Danish, Swedish and German governmental vessels, as they follow their own HSE system.
However, they should familiarize with NCA’s HSE system to make sure their own system is
adequate. Participants that have a stricter HSE system, due to operational complexity, follow
their common procedures.
NCA’s HSE-system consist of a HSE procedure and a HSE folder part 1, 2 and 3. Part 3, a
handbook, will be provided in English for all participants in the SCOPE 2017 exercise. In the
handbook, there are forms for performing risk assessment and a report system to document
undesirable events. The complete HSE system is located on NCA’s webpage following this
address: http://www.kystverket.no/Beredskap/aksjoner/HMS/. The webpage also contain
additional useful attachments. However, these are documents in Norwegian.
NCA’s HSE system does not relieve anyone of his or her own responsibility to make
sure no one gets hurt during the SCOPE 2017 exercise. All participants in this exercise
are their own safety barrier and have an obligation to follow the HSE-system.

2. The HSE organization
Table 1 provides an overview of the HSE staff and their location during the Scope 2017
exercise.
TABLE 1: HSE STAFF AND LOCATION DURING SCOPE 2017.
Role
Name
Location
Contact
information
HSE-responsible
Johan Marius Ly
00 47 95 70 93 35
HSE-leader
Birgitte Brockstedt
Distaff Langesund
00 47 93 45 11 72
Kvamme
HSE-agent
Maren Bringsvor
OSC sea
00 47 92 49 67 53
HSE-agent
Vibeke Rasmussen
Observers
00 47 90 70 61 69
HSE-agent
Margrethe Høybakk
Horten – Incident
00 47 46 81 76 74
Command
HSE-agent / Safety Kjersti Dale
Vessel support
00 47 91 35 26 32
Representative
Langesund
HSE-agent / Safety Giedre Agurkyte
Krogshavn
00 47 99 55 17 82
Representative
HSE-agent / Safety IUA – Øystein
IUA Incident
00 47 48 16 49 63
Coordinator
Polland
Command
HSE-agent / Safety IUA - Monica
IUA Incident
00 47 48 16 50 01
Coordinator
Isaksen
Command
HSE-agent / Safety IUA – Roar Teigen
IUA Incident
Representative
Command
The HSE-responsible has the overall responsibility for HSE during the SCOPE 2017
exercise.
The HSE-leader reports to the HSE-responsible and have the mandate to stop the exercise if
necessary to prevent near misses or injuries. The HSE-leader also have the mandate to
change the scenario and injects if deemed necessary to prevent undesirable events. An
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example is to move the location of the exercise due to weather conditions. The HSE-leader
will be in Distaff during the exercise.
The HSE-agents situated out in the field report to the HSE-leader. They also have the
mandate to stop the exercise locally in field operations. Their responsibility are to control the
compliance of the HSE-system in field operations.
HSE staff wears orange vests with “HSE” printed on the back.
Controllers are involved in each scenario. They also have the responsibility to control the
compliance with the HSE-system and have the mandate to stop the scenario if necessary to
maintain the personnel safety. They will be wearing orange vests with “CONTROLLER”
printed on the back.
For vessels, the captain has the overruled responsibility and passengers shall follow
the information given by the vessels crew. The captain also has the mandate stop the
exercise if deemed necessary.

3. Risk assessments
Exposure to unnecessary risks during the SCOPE 2017 exercise is unacceptable. Personal
safety is the number one priority.
Integrated in the planning of SCOPE 2017 are executing risk assessments. Document risk
assessments performed for field operations in Project place. Syndicate leaders must
perform review of the risk assessments prior to start of the exercise as part of a safety brief.
Risk assessments form are in the handbook or on the NCA’s webpage. There is also a form
available on Project place.
Prepare Safe Job Analysis, SJA, if deemed necessary. Guidance are located on the NCA’s
webpage and on project place. The one on project place is in English provided by The
Norwegian oil and gas association.

4. Reporting of Undesirable Events
All participants in the SCOPE 2017 exercise are responsible to report undesirable events to
their nearest supervisor. Use the form in the HSE handbook to report injuries, near misses
and improvement proposals. All supervisors / leaders are further to report all undesirable
events to HSE-leader in Distaff as soon as possible (ASAP).

5. Communication
During the exercise, a contact list will be available. This list will describe important phone
numbers and radio channels. This contact list will be in the exercise directive.

6. Preparedness in case of emergencies
Should a real incident occur during the SCOPE 2017 exercise resulting in injuries to
personnel, all communications regarding this incident are initiated and terminated with the
word: NO PLAY.
On scene commander coordinates cooperation with emergency services (113 on shore,
JRCC on sea) and are responsible for forwarding a situation report to Distaff as soon as
possible. Exercise paused or stopped if required.
The Norwegian Society for Sea Rescue will attend the exercise with one vessel during the
Chem Sea Scenario. Their focus will be mainly on exercise safety at sea in case of an
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emergency and can assist in evacuation of injured personnel at sea. They report to KV
Nornen whom decides the need for the vessel in case of an emergency.
First aid equipment and stretchers are located on both shore and vessels. The position are
marked with a first aid sign.

7. Stop exercise
If any situations occur out in the field, or personnel witness hazardous behavior that could
result in an unwanted incident or injurie, all personnel have the mandate to stop the exercise
locally.
Exercise resumes when leader for the operation / scenario / inject are sure that adequate
measures are put in effect.
If a serious situation occur that warrants a stop of the entire exercise, distaff immediately
issues the order over the communication system using the phrase: Stop exercise.
Exercise resumed by distaff using the phrase “Start exercise”.
If a situation calls for the need of an evacuation, use the phrase “Evacuation”. Evacuation
routes should be prepared prior to the exercise.
Everyone attending the exercise must be familiar with these phrases.

8. Exercise areas
The exercise areas shall be blocked with cordons. No one can pass the cordons without the
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment, PPE, and the permission from the on scene
commander. This includes observers, press, VIP and evaluators.
Qualified staff are personnel with access to restricted areas during the exercise.
They will be wearing white vests with “QUALIFIED STAFF” printed on the back. The vest
allow them access to the exercise area but they are obligated to report to on scene
commander and use appropriate PPE.

9. International resources
9.1 Vessels from Denmark, Sweden and Germany
The international governmental vessels attending the SCOPE 2017 exercise follow their own
HSE system. However, they shall familiarize with NCA’s system.
If vessels are to collaborate on the usage of equipment, they shall perform a risk
assessment.
If any undesirable events occurs during the exercise, inform distaff ASAP.

9.2 EUCP team arriving on Norwegian territory
The EUCP team arriving in Norway follow NCA’s HSE-system. Prior to field operations they
must perform risk assessments, as part of their standard HSE procedure. The EUCP team
reports to HSE-agents for a safety brief and evaluation of their own risk assessment before
field operations. The need for additional PPE is part of the safety brief.
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10.

VIP and observers

The VIP and observers follow their own program. They will receive a safety brief and a HSEagent including guides will follow them in the field. The guides will wear orange vests with
“GUIDE” printed on the back.

11.

Press and media

The press and media attending the exercise will receive a safety brief prior to entering the
field. NCA personnel will follow them in the exercise area to maintain their safety. They will
be wearing yellow vests with “PRESS” printed on the back.

12.

Public

To maintain the safety of the public all exercise areas are closed. A security guard will make
sure no one enters the exercise area without clearance. Areas that allow the public access
shall be clearly marked.

13.

Security

At several locations during the exercise, there will be security guards. All participants in the
SCOPE 2017 exercise have their own ID-card for identification and access to exercise areas
or restricted areas for some personnel. To avoid unauthorized persons entering the exercise
area the participants must wear their ID-cards at all time.
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COMMUNICATIONS CATALOGUE ‐ EXERCISE SCOPE 2017
ORGANIZATION

E‐MAIL

PHONE

ALT. PHONE OTHER INFO

LIVE EMERGENCY NUMBERS
110
112
113
VHF Ch. 16

FIRE
POLICE
AMBULANCE
Maritime

DISTAFF / CONTROLLERS
DISTAFF
DISTAFF
DISTAFF
DISTAFF
DISTAFF
DISTAFF (Air tasking / Satellite)
DISTAFF (LOG/HNS)
DISTAFF (HSE leader)
DISTAFF (Scenario 01)
DISTAFF (Scenario 01)
DISTAFF (Scenario 01)
DISTAFF (Scenario 02)
DISTAFF (Scenario 02)
DISTAFF (Scenario 02)
DISTAFF (Scenario 03)
DISTAFF (Scenario 03)
DISTAFF (Scenario 04)
DISTAFF (Scenario 05)
DISTAFF (Scenario 05)
DISTAFF (Scenario 05)

jan.pedersen@kystverket.no
stig.nordaas@kystverket.no
torbeniversenprivat@gmail.com
VFK‐M‐MSP310@mil.dk
Orjan.Martinsson@kustbevakningen.se
kh@nofo.no
thomas.henriksen@kystverket.no
birgitte.kvamme@kystverket.no
nicklas.helgstrand@bre.oslo.kommune.no
oystein.tviberg@bergen.kommune.no
mattias.heneborn@kustbevakningen.se
ola.jordheim@kystverket.no
VFK‐M‐MSP313@mil.dk
VFK‐M‐MSP312@mil.dk
stig.nordaas@kystverket.no
jan‐olaf.kristoffersen@bamble.kommune.no
bbr@aibn.no
kjell.arne.eriksen@norward.no
oystein.tviberg@bergen.kommune.no
nicklas.helgstrand@bre.oslo.kommune.no

(+47) 97759422
(+47) 92623184
(+45) 22878280
(+45) 22778438
(+46) 708974476
(+47) 93425702
(+47) 95941111
(+47) 93451172
(+47) 98225912
(+47) 93041093
(+46) 709645606
(+47) 90514475
(+45) 51509458
(+45) 22778297
(+47) 92623184
(+47) 91365018
(+47) 95032595
(+47) 91581145
(+47) 93041093
(+47) 98225912

Leader DISTAFF (NCA)
NCA
Torben Iversen (DK)
Mikael Tolstrup (DK)
Ørjan Martinsson (SE)
NOFO support (Kristin Klem Husebye)
NCA
NCA
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
SWE Coast Guard
NCA
Nanna Rønne (DK)
Nils Strandbygaard (DK)
NCA
IUA Vestfold
AIBN (Bjørn Bratfoss) 1700‐2300 + 0600‐1300
Norward
Bamble
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)

DISTAFF GENERAL CONTACT

DISTAFF@kystverket.no

(+47) 909 49 991

DISTAFF DUTY OFFICER

Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 01)
Controllers (Scenario 02)
Controllers (Scenario 02)
Controllers (Scenario 03)
Controllers (Scenario 04)
Controllers (Scenario 04)
Controllers (Scenario 04)
Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (Scenario 05)

frode.samuelsen@bergen.kommune.no
jonas.holmstrand@kustbevakningen.se
Tomas.Nolte@kustbevakningen.se
Gorm.laursen@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Leif.andre.haarseth@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Bjorn.Johnsen@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Oyvind.Greging@bre.oslo.kommune.no
lars.petter.wilson@kystverket.no
trond.hjort‐larsen@kystverket.no
tore.gullik.dokken@kystverket.no
kare.oygarden@politiet.no
hmb@aibn.no
bjorge.lothe@politiet.no
Leif.andre.haarseth@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Gorm.laursen@bre.oslo.kommune.no

(+47) 98871962
(+46) 708865231
(+46) 4645515183
(+47) 41501240
(+47) 47414621
(+47) 91610617
(+47) 98225889
(+47) 90996428
(+47) 95184656
(+47) 41551263
(+47) 92220106
(+47) 91151797
(+47) 91601167
(+47) 47414621
(+47) 41501240

BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
SWE Coast Guard
SWE Coast Guard
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue) ‐ rigging on board
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue) ‐ rigging on board
NCA (on board SOSC vessel KV Bergen)
NCA (on board SOSC vessel KV Bergen)
NCA
Police (Kåre Øygarden) ‐ TUESDAY evening
AIBN (Håvard Magnus Bentsen)
Police (Bjørge Lothe) ‐ WEDNESDAY morning
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)

Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (Scenario 05)
Controllers (IUA Telemark staff)
Controllers (IUA Vestfold staff)
Controllers (Incident Command)
Controller (EUCP team)
HSE controller
HSE controller
HSE controller
HSE controller
HSE controller

frode.samuelsen@bergen.kommune.no
Oyvind.Greging@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Bjorn.Johnsen@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Simen.engebretsen@dsb.no
einar.flogeland@vibr.no
stale.arild.grimen@kystverket.no
rolf.lie@kystverket.no
john.evensen@kystverket.no
per‐oyvind.semb@dsb.no
kjersti.dale@kystverket.no
giedre.agurkyte@kystverket.no
margrethe.hoybakk@kystverket.no
maren.bringsvor@kystverket.no
vibeke.rasmussen@kystverket.no

NCA (Incident Command)
Exercise Director
Brevik VTS
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Telemark (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
IUA Vestfold (staff)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
Police (South‐East district)
Police (South‐East district)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)

ovelsebes@kystverket.no

(+47) 98871962
(+47) 98225889
(+47) 91610617
(+47) 95990273
(+47) 98263023
(+47) 99560920
(+47) 91523321
(+47) 90773298
(+47) 474 87 719
(+47) 91352632
(+47) 99551782
(+47) 46817674
(+47) 92496753
(+47) 90706169

BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
BB (Bergen Fire&Rescue)
OBRE (Oslo Fire& Rescue)
Civil Defence
IUA Vestfold
NCA (operations)
NCA (operations)
NCA
Per‐Øyvind Semb
NCA (Langesund harbour area)
NCA (Krogshavn area)
NCA (Horten ‐ Incident Command)
NCA (On board NCA vessel / SOSC vessel)
NCA (Following VIP/Observer programme)

PARTICIPANTS
vts.brevik@kystverket.no
ilbrann.telemark@gmail.com
opbrann.telemark@gmail.com
plbrann.telemark@gmail.com
infbrann.telemark@gmail.com
hmsbrann.telemark@gmail.com
logbrann.telemark@gmail.com
okabrann.telemark@gmail.com
per.olav.petteresen@vibr.no
einar.flogeland@vibr.no
christin.corneliussen@vibr.no
Hedin.gibbons@vibr.no
Andrew.wright@vibr.no
arnt.folvik@vibr.no
fmvesas@fylkesmannen.no
Steinar.Preus‐Olsen@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Martin.Pettersson@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Martin.Urdal@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Kim.Roed@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Kenneth.Mork@bre.oslo.kommune.no
Tom.Arild.Rikheim@bre.oslo.kommune.no
torkel.aasteveit@bergen.kommune.no
Harald Iversen
tommy.stoylen@bergen.kommune.no
erik.hansen@bergen.kommune.no
Eirik Hella
kjartan.ervik@bergen.kommune.no
Sindre.wiers@bergen.kommune.no
bjorge.lothe@politiet.no
bbr@aibn.no

07847
(+47) 95709335
(+47) 35572610
(+47) 970 58 614
(+47) 952 44 522
(+47) 481 57 260
(+47) 918 84 888
(+47) 481 64 963
(+47) 907 28 180
(+47) 913 65 059
(+47) 98263005
(+47) 98263023
(+47) 98263008
(+47) 98263045
(+47) 98263029
(+47) 98263019
(+47) 95269315
(+47) 90926256
(+47) 97694450
(+47) 90831809
(+47) 92858985
(+47) 97660281
(+47) 41246858
(+47) 93005514
(+47) 90997654
(+47) 47235213
(+47) 41145703
(+47 ) 95239694
(+47) 95931312
(+47) 92813675
(+47) 35906832
(+47) 91601167
(+47) 95032595

(+47) 33034808

(+47) 930 54 319
(+47) 926 86 293
(+47) 941 43 577
(+47) 908 53 338
(+47) 481 65 001
(+47) 957 61 330
(+47) 481 65 032

NCA order nr 1 may reflect direct telephone numbers
Mr. Johan Marius Ly
Vessel Traffic Service
IUA LEADER
Operations
Plans
Info/media
HSE
Logistics
Budget/finance/admin
IUA LEADER

Rep. For the County Governor of Vestfold
MIRG TEAM LEADER (OBRE)
Chem dive leader MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
MIRG TEAM LEADER (BB)
Chem dive leader MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
Chem diver MIRG/Drone pilot
Chem diver MIRG
Chem diver MIRG
Drone (RPAS) pilot MIRG
LOCAL POLICE DUTY OPS
Controller 1700‐2300 + 0600‐1300
DUTY OFFICER

AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
AIBN (Accident Invest. Board)
NEA (NOR Environmental Agency)
Statens Naturoppsyn (SNO)
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Maritime Authority
NOR Coast Guard
NOR Coast Guard
NOR Coast Guard
SWE Coast Guard
Defence Command Denmark (VFK)
Havariekommando (Germany)
Havariekommando (Germany)
EMSA
EMSA
NOR Armed Forces HQ
NOFO
Grenland Harbour
Grenland Harbour
County Governor, Telemark
NOR Civil Defence
NOR Civil Defence
Gard
Skuld
Norwegian Hull Club
DNV GL, ERS
Solvang ASA
Teekay
Statoil
NGI (waste management)
NGI (waste management)
Perpetuum Miljø AS (waste m.)

pha@aibn.no
jwi@aibn.no
lsk@aibn.no
tts@aibn.no
hru@aibn.no
any@aibn.no
ajo@aibn.no
knut.morten.vangen@miljodir.no
arnstein.johnsen@miljodir.no
see@sdir.no
gkl@sdir.no
igj@sdir.no
lta@sdir.no
ktk@sdir.no
twj@sdir.no
ksk@sdir.no
operasjonen@kystvakten.no
kv‐bergen@kystvakten.no
kv‐nornen@kystvakten.no

(+47) 917 59 029
(+47) 992 90 601
(+47) 975 61 777
(+47) 466 63 468
(+47) 95999454
(+47) 95274047
(+47) 905 55 262
(+47) 90592214
(+47) 48036887
(+47) 91633716
(+47) 95196449
(+47) 95196413
(+47) 90749080
(+47) 94141780
(+47) 95196378
(+47) 41554339
(+47) 99094209
(+47) 99094160
(+47) 99094185

mlx@havariekommando.de
KThalmann@havariekommando.de
Marian.Cirnat@emsa.europa.eu
Roberto.SANMARTIN@emsa.europa.eu
foh.nasj.ops@mil.no
beredskap@nofo.no
bs@grenland‐havn.no
ghv@grenland‐havn.no
fmtejas@fylkesmannen.no
telemark.sfd@dsb.no
tom.kjer@dsb.no
tonje.castberg@gard.no
Kristian.Valevatn@skuld.com
emergency@norclub.no
emergency@dnvgl.com
OddMagne.Asland@solvangship.no
Morten.Nygaard@teekay.com

(+49) 30 185420 1400
(+49) 177 55400 30
(+351) 211 209 484
(+351) 211 209 409
(+47) 75536370
(+47) 51563016
(+47) 90955941
(+47) 35931000
(+47) 41536150
(+47)25573600
(+47)92686293
(+47) 97559136
(+47) 95292369
(+47) 22428844
(+47) 91849715
(+47) 95975277
(+47) 90817932

tore.kaarstein@ngn.no
bml@perpetuum.no

(+47) 90731333
(+47) 90892135
(+47) 41428355

Avinor, Oslo Air Traffic Control
Meteorological Institute

Supervisor at OSLO ATCC
Aeronautical weather service

Rep. by Knut Morten Vangen
Rep. by Arnstein Johnsen
DUTY OFFICER (Svein Erik Enge)

Duty Officer (Sortland)
KV Bergen
KV Nornen
See DISTAFF (Ørjan Martinsson)
See DISTAFF (Torben Iversen)
Havariekommando 24/7 duty officer
Katrin Thalmann (on board EVERSAND)
(+351) 918 124 247 Responsible Equipment Assistance Service
Responsible for EMSA vessel Norden
FOH national ops
Duty Officer
POC, Borgar Slørdal
24/7 duty officer
Represented by Jan Aastø
Contact also through IUA Telemark staff
District Commander
P&I insurance for "NCA OIL"
P&I insurance for "NCA CHEM", Rep. by Kristian Valevatn
H&M insurance for "NCA CHEM"
Emergency Response Service (NCA CHEM + NCA OIL)
Ship owner "NCA CHEM", Rep. by Odd Magne Åsland
Ship owner "NCA OIL"
Charter "NCA CHEM"
Phone for notification
Project Manager (Tore Kaarstein)
Project Manager (Britt M. Limo)

FOR DISTAFF USE
(+47) 31260405
(+47) 22692562

DISTAFF use only. POC: Sveinung Jacobsen (92033049)
DISTAFF use.

Redningsselskapet
330 Squadron Rygge

Rescue Vessel "STORMBULL" (26. 0800‐1500)

(+47) 91679646
(+47) 69237330

DISTAFF control through SOSC (KV Nornen)
DISTAFF use only.

CONTACT DATA VESSELS/AIRCRAFT ‐EXERCISE SCOPE 2017
VESSEL DATA

E‐MAIL

PHONE

"NCA CHEM" (CLIPPER HARALD)
KBV 003 (SE)
KBV 307 (SE)
Gunnar Thorson (DK)
Mette Miljø (DK)
Eversand (DE)
MT NORDEN (EMSA)
KV Nornen
KV Bergen
OV Utvær
OV 03
BB Connector
TUG (TBN)
FKB Røsseund
FKB Ingeborg Platou
FKB Anny
FKB Triset
FKB Evis
FKB Tug Frier
Small boats for shoreline/coastal OPS
NCA vessel "Struten"
KBV 0xx "Strandbekämpare" (SE)
SNO Boat "Hauken"
SNO Boat "Storlom"
SNO Boat "Svanen"
AIRCRAFT DATA
330 Sqn Helicopter (Rygge)
LN‐KYV

clipper.harald@solvangship.no
kbv.003@kustbevakningen.se
kbv.307@kustbevakningen.se
guth‐le001@mil.dk
mett‐le201@mil.dk
Oliver‐larfeld@web.de
norden@oljola.se
kv‐nornen@kystvakten.no
kv‐bergen@kystvakten.no
utver@kystverket.no
oljevern03@kystverket.no
bbconnector@bube.no

(+47) 958 11 674
(+46) 733 377 910
(+46) 708 537 520
(+45) 4130 9907
(+45) 4130 9915
(+49)160 8932748 (+49) 177 55400 30
(+46) 705 529 921
(+47) 990 94 185
(+47) 990 94 161 (+47) 990 94 760
(+47) 919 12 875
(+47) 911 49 675
(+47) 414 20 459

ivar‐kan@online.no
tonsberg.havn@tonsberg.kommune.no
steinar@sjoglimt.no
sjotjen@online.no
sjotjen@online.no
sjotjen@online.no

(+47) 906 78 200
(+47) 951 84 637
(+47) 905 87 141
(+47) 454 27 023
(+47) 452 33 111
(+47) 924 42 545

KBV 501
RPAS Norw. Coast Guard
RPAS MIRG Bergen
RPAS IUA Telemark
Light Aircraft (IUA Telemark)
OTHER DATA

ALT. PHONE

SATCOM
00870764915744 Bridge
00870764915745 Office

00881631815293
(+46) 317 588 360
VSat 32 17 70 97 (or 98)

00870773184342

CALLSIGN

LOA (m)

DRAFT (m)

LALM5
SBIW
SHRO
OUDU
OUEB
DROI
SJQF
LBHN
LAQM
LCQW
LGVG
LCBF

146,40
81,05
21,00
37,00
29,75
48,70
79,95
47,20
93,20
44,00
32,49
32,00

9,7
6,5
1,2
3,9
2,2
3,6
5,0
4,5 (5,0)
7,0

LK3225
LIWF
LK3977
LK3213
LAZN
LCNV

14,92
17,19
14,95
14,48
12,04
22,01

1,6
3,0

OTHER INFO

4,9
To be known during exer.

(+47) 901 85 745
POC: Reidar
POC: Lars Tore
POC: Håkon

(+47) 95881874
(+47) 95062513
(+47) 90473107

ln‐kyv@kystverket.no
kbv.501.ground@kustbevakningen.se
kbv.501.air@kustbevakningen.se

(+47) 906 00 930

Pilot: S.W
Pilot: K.H
Pilot: K.J + T.G

(+47) 906 20 343

2,5
2,1
4,0

(+47) 468 13 698
Anytec 622
Buster Cabin
Minor 27

(+47) 22 81 96 30

(+46) 709 501 554
See KV Nornen
(+47) 928 13 675
(+47) 905 26 742
(+47) 908 06 001 (+47) 941 49 800

Supreme On Scene Commander (SOSC)

VHF CH. 67

Aircraft Coordinator (ACO)

(MAR) VHF CH. 73
(AIR) VHF Freq 123.100
Phone: (+47) 40 55 08 66

008700033640048190

SAVER 60
LN‐KYV

00870522532041

SE‐MAA

LN‐FTA

SQN phone: (+47) 69237330

Coastwise (in TMA above 2500')

Exercise Area Coordinates
Exercise SCOPE 2017

SCOPE 2017
c/o Kystverket, PO Box 1502,
6025 ÅLESUND, Norway

Tel:
Fax:
Tel:
Fax:

+47 07847
+47 70 23 10 08
+47
+47

All mail and e-mail should be addressed to Kystverket, not to any unit or individual.

Internet:
E-mail:
Account:
Org.no.:

www.scope2017.com
scope2017@kystverket.no

EXERCISE AREA AT SEA (OPTION A):
N58 59.85 E009 43.85
N58 58.35 E009 44.80
N58 56.90 E009 44.95
N58 55.56 E009 44.54
N58 52.87 E009 41.14
N58 52.13 E009 39.93
N58 55.13 E009 32.18
N58 56.50 E009 39.30
N58 57.15 E009 40.70
N58 57.70 E009 42.40
N58 58.14 E009 43.40
N58 59.00 E009 42.60
N58 59.50 E009 43.50
N58 59.80 E009 43.40
(Back to) N58 59.85 E009 43.85
EXERCISE AREA AT SEA (OPTION B):
N59 02.66 E009 46.82
N59 02.98 E009 47.93
N59 02.20 E009 48.40
N59 02.14 E009 48.67
N59 01.94 E009 48.80
N59 01.84 E009 47.96
N59 01.03 E009 48.70
N59 00.93 E009 48.49
N59 01.58 E009 47.31
(Back to) N59 02.66 E009 46.82
EXERCISE AREA “KROGSHAVN”:
Central coordinate: N59 00.00 E009 44.260
EXERCISE AREA “NATO PIER”:
Central coordinate: N59 01.675 E009 43.895
TEMPORARY DANGER AREA (AIR):
N590330 E0094500
N590330 E0094900
N585800 E0095400
N585400 E0094500
N585700 E0093400
N590130 E0094300
(Back to) N590330 E0094500

SCOPE 2017
c/o Kystverket, PO Box 1502,
6025 ÅLESUND, Norway

Tel:
Fax:
Tel:
Fax:

+47 07847
+47 70 23 10 08
+47
+47

All mail and e-mail should be addressed to Kystverket, not to any unit or individual.

Internet:
E-mail:
Account:
Org.no.:

www.scope2017.com
scope2017@kystverket.no

MASTER SCENARIO DESCRIPTION – EXERCISE SCOPE 2017
STORYLINE
On September 26th 2017 at 02:14 local time, the product tanker “NCA OIL”, IMO nr. 9000091,
westbound from Slagentangen, collided with the gas (LPG) tanker “NCA CHEM”, IMO nr. 9000089
inbound for Herøya in Porsgrunn. The gas tanker was loaded with ammonia. The collision took place
west of the pilot boarding area, outside Grenland in Telemark county, on the south east coast of
Norway.
The collision occurred just before the pilot embarked the gas tanker.

Collision point: N 58 56,50 E 009 46,85

As a result of the collision, the two hulls were partly crumpled and stuck together, and approximately
40 m3 of heavy fuel oil flowed into the sea. The winds were from the south at the time, and the
leaked oil drifted north, mainly towards Krokshavn in the Langesund area.
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A local tug and a rescue vessel responded to the accident. They managed to keep the two vessels in
the same position. The cargo system on board the gas tanker was evidently damaged. Due to the
potential for a large ammonia leakage from gas tanker, the masters decided it was imminent to
separate the two vessels.

At 05:20 local time, the masters succeeded to separate the vessels by assistance from the tug.
However, during the separation of the crumpled hulls, one cargo tank on the product tanker was
punctured just above the waterline. A massive amount of oil flowed into the sea at this time. Also the
cargo system on the gas tanker was even more damaged as a result of the separation operation, and
the potential for a gas leakage was even higher than before.

During the morning hours the wind direction shifted from south to north east. The critical condition
of the product tanker called for a place of refuge in Norway. At the same time, it was imminent to get
the product tanker away from the gas tanker due to the risk of a gas leakage. The product tanker was
assisted by a local tug, and was towed upwind to a secure berth in Larvik. The crew checked the
damaged cargo tank, and estimated the oil spill to be approximately 1000 m3 of heavy fuel oil
(IF180). The massive part of this volume leaked out after the wind direction change, which caused
this oil to drift outwards to the open sea. The product tanker did not leak oil during the towing
towards Larvik. The vessel was berthed in Larvik Harbour, where IUA Vestfold has been mobilized
and given the task to secure the area in case the vessel potentially should cause any further leaks
while berthed.

After the separation operation, the damaged gas tanker drifted slowly towards «Såsteinflaket». The
gas tanker dropped its anchors in position N 58 ̊56,95 E 009 ̊42,83. The crew then discovered a gas
leakage from the damaged cargo system. The hull of the gas tanker was not reported leaking. The
crew on board the gas tanker made a huge effort to stop the ammonia leakage. However, the crew
was unable to stop the leakage themselves, and called for assistance. National MIRG teams from
Oslo and Bergen were mobilized during the night, in order to handle the ammonia leakage.
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NO CGV NORNEN was during the night appointed as On Scene Coordinator (OSC) by Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre (JRCC) Stavanger.
Despite the ammonia leakage, the crew on board the gas tanker reported to be safe, and JRCC
Stavanger handed over the lead of the operation to The Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA) as
the national competent authority at 05:55 local time. NCA had until then monitored the ongoing
operation, and made plans for the upcoming chemical handling and oil spill operation, including
notification to relevant parties, and mobilization of both municipal and NCA resources. After
handover from JRCC Stavanger, NCA continued to keep NO CGV NORNEN as lead vessel on site, and
appointed her as On Scene Commander for the upcoming MIRG CHEM and oil spill response
operations.

NCA early judged that the accident called for a governmental lead response. Further planning of the
oil spill operation both at sea and at shore commenced, and an extensive mobilization of national
and international oil spill response resources was made during the night. This included the activation
of the EUCP, and the use of SafeSeaNet and CECIS to notify and request support from the
neighboring states and the EU. Experts from the EUCP are expected to contribute with technical
support and guidance. International oil spill response contributions will be handled by NCA in
accordance with regulations and procedures for host nation support. The Swedish vessels KBV 003
and KBV 307 happened to be in close proximity due to a bi‐lateral training event. These responded
quickly to NCA’s mobilization request, and were capable of supporting the upcoming MIRG CHEM
operation on board the gas tanker.
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Due to the ongoing ammonia leakage, the oil spill recovery operation at sea has been on hold until
further. The ammonia leakage required a safety zone, and no oil spill recovery assets have yet been
on scene as of 06:00 local time.
NCA have arranged with the Norwegian Civil Aviation Authorities to establish an Air Danger‐Area to
allow for safe air operations. The MIRG team from Bergen, NO CGV NORNEN, and IUA Telemark have
all reported that they intend to use drones (RPAS).
As of 06:00 on September 26th, no surveillance aircraft have been on scene. The Norwegian aircraft
LN‐KYV was in North‐Norway at the time of the incident, and due to a small snag, the earliest
available time in Langesund would be at 16:00 local time.
The Swedish aircraft KBV 501 would be available September 26th at 13:00 local time.
Sandefjord airport (Torp) has been arranged as the operating base for both aircraft.
NCA has received one satellite observation from KSAT, which confirms oil slicks in the area of the
collision (see imagery below).
The NCA Incident Commander declared a governmental lead response operation to be in effect
from 06:00 local time on September 26th. The Incident Commander will direct further operations
through orders, specifying priorities, tasks and guidance, to subordinate units.

At 26 06:00 local time, the mobilization and request for assistance status was as follows:
AIR:




LN‐KYV (NOR aircraft, by the time located in Tromsø)
International request: Offered by SE: “KBV 501”
NO Rescue Helicopter (330 sqn) – For MIRG insertion

ETA 16:00
ETA 13:00
ETA 08:30

SEA:

















NO CGV “BERGEN”
NO CGV “NORNEN”
NCA “OV UTVÆR”
NCA “OLJEVERN 03”
International request: Offered by SE: “KBV 003”
International request: Offered by SE: “KBV 307”
International request: Offered by DK: “GUNNAR THORSON”
International request: Offered by DK: “METTE MILJØ”
International request: Offered by DE: “EVERSAND”
International request: Offered by EMSA: “MT NORDEN”
International request: Offered by EMSA: “DESMI SWEEP”
NCA contract vessel: “RØSSESUND” (Hvasser)
NCA contract vessel: “INGEBORG PLATOU” (Tønsberg)
NCA contract vessel: “ANNY” (Langesund)
NCA contract vessel: “TRISET” (Kragerø)
NCA contract vessel: “EVIS” (Kragerø)

ETA 17:00
On scene
ETA 15:00
ETA 14:00
ETA 08:00
ETA 08:00
ETA 13:00
ETA 13:00
ETA 13:00
ETA 15:00
ETA 27 06:00 (Oil boom)
ETA 16:00
ETA 16:00
ETA 11:00
ETA 12:00
ETA 13:00
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NCA contract vessel: “TUG FRIER” (Kragerø)
NO (NCA) TUG “BB Connector”
NO TUG (Only for towing the chem tanker)
NCA vessel “STRUTEN”

ETA 15:00
ETA 13:30
ETA 14:00
ETA 08:00

MIRG assets:
 NO MIRG (Bergen)
 NO MIRG (Oslo)
 International request: Offered by SE: “DIVE TEAM”

ETA 08:00
ETA 08:00
ETA 08:00 (on KBV 003)

LAND/SHORELINE:
 IUA Telemark
o NO Civil Defence (with IUA Telemark)
 NOFO special team (to Krokshavn)
o WWF (10 pax) through NOFO
 IUA Vestfold
 IUA Aust‐Agder
 IUA Vest‐Agder
 NCA depot Horten
 NCA depot Kristiansand
 SNO (Norwegian Environmental Agency field teams)
 International request: Offered by SE: “STRANDBEKEMPARE”

Mobilized
Mobilized
Mobilized
Mobilized
Mobilized
Notified
Notified
Mobilized
Mobilized
Mobilized
ETA 11:00

OTHER ASSETS:
 EUCP team (3 persons)

ETA: 10:00

In addition, numerous national authorities and organizations were notified by NCA, and/or by JRCC:













Norwegian Ministry of Transport and Communications
Norwegian Maritime Authority (NMA)
Norwegian Environmental Agency (NEA)
NCA advisory group
Norwegian Police, South East District
Accident Investigation Board Norway (AIBN)
Norwegian Clean Seas Association for Operating Companies
Telemark County Governor
Aust‐ og Vest Agder County Governor
Vestfold County Governor
Local Municipalities
Local port authorities

Samferdselsdepartementet
Sjøfartsdirektoratet
Miljødirektoratet
Rådgivende gruppe
Politiet Sør‐Øst
Havarikommisjonen
NOFO
Fylkesmannen
Fylkesmannen
Fylkesmannen
Kommuner
Havnevesen
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NCA has received one satellite observation from Kongsberg Satellite Services (KSAT), which confirms
oil slicks in the area of the collision.
Satellite acquisition time was 0530 local time.
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PLAY INSTRUCTIONS:
An exercise director staff (DISTAFF) organization will be established. Some injects will be played from
DISTAFF to participating units, however most of the play will develop as naturally based on the real
players participation.
In order to facilitate the exercise in such a manner that the participant’s goals can be met, some pre‐
arrangements are made. The development in the play is partly planned and coordinated in advance.
Please note the following:



The NCA Incident Command staff shall establish contact, as seen necessary, with relevant
cooperating parties after exercise start on September 26th, in order to establish a common
understanding of the situation, and/or make other coordination or agreements for the
upcoming operation.
NOTE: No real notification of other players is expected at STARTEX, since this is described in
the scenario as already taken care of during the night. All players shall act as already notified
and/or mobilized. The participating resources listed ETAs will be a guideline for expected
arrivals (ready) times.
All units shall, upon arrival, report to a higher echelon in accordance with the Command‐ and
Control structure (as described in the Exercise Directive).



All vessels are responsible to plan their transit in order to meet the given ETA as listed in the
scenario description. All vessels shall report to the Supreme On Scene Commander (SOSC)
before arrival (as a rule of thumb at least 1 hour prior to arrival).
All vessels shall also report to DISTAFF (by phone) and indicate whether the given ETA will be
met. (See phone number to DISTAFF Duty Officer in the “Communications Catalogue”).



NO CGV BERGEN may be visible, and shown on AIS, in the exercise area during daytime on
Tuesday 26th. This vessel is then performing duties for the Exercise Director, and is not
available for oil spill response or other duties from Incident Command. Hence, the Incident
Command staff must disregard this vessel at this time, and adhere to the given ETA for NO
CGV BERGEN.



NO CGV NORNEN shall (after the JRCC handover to NCA) continue as Supreme On Scene
Commander (SOSC) for the initial phase of the environmental operation. This shall be
exercised until a handover of the SOSC role to NO CGV BERGEN is to be executed (when NO
CGV BERGEN arrives in the afternoon according to the given ETA). NCA personnel will embark
NO CGV BERGEN to act as SOSC from this time.



The MIRG teams shall operate from the Swedish Coastguard vessel KBV 003, due to the
CHEM‐REC capability of this vessel. The transport of MIRG teams from shore shall be done by
helicopter (pre‐ordered from 330 squadron Rygge), eventually by boat (KBV 307). The MIRG
teams will be inserted on KBV 003, then transported by boat to the gas tanker. When the
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ammonia leakage is stopped, and the MIRG teams are demobilized, the KBV 003 will perform
a decontamination and diver operation, and will be unavailable for oil spill response for some
hours.


The gas tanker shall be given a place of refuge in the harbour of Langesund (at the NATO‐
pier) after the ammonia leakage is stopped. The gas tanker shall be towed by the emergency
towing vessel (ETV) BB Connector, assisted by a local tug.
The NCA Incident Command shall consult the Norwegian Maritime Authorities well in time
before the emergency towing operation commences.



The local Police, the Accident Investigation board Norway (AIBN), and the Norwegian
Maritime Authority shall investigate the incident on board the gas tanker. The gas tanker will
be physically available for investigation after it is berthed in Langesund (NATO pier) on
September 26th, and also on September 27th.



The product tanker will only be a paper‐played vessel during the whole exercise. There is no
physical ship indicating this object.



Oil spill response shall continue at sea during the night with the aid of available tools for
working in darkness.



During the exercise, considerations or decisions may arise (by the Police) concerning
evacuation of the population in Langesund area, due to ammonia spill. Such an evacuation
will not be physically played, and shall only be played as a paper/staff exercise.



An EUCP team consisting of 3 members will be present in Norway during the exercise. The
current procedures for reception and involvement shall be followed.



All vessels shall deliver Next‐of‐Kin (NOK) list / POB list at least to the Supreme On Scene
Commander (SOSC). SOSC shall forward these to the NCA Incident Command staff, with copy
to the DISTAFF e‐mail address.



The vessels involved in the exercise collision, shall at all times be named “NCA CHEM” (gas
tanker) and “NCA OIL” (product tanker). Even though the real name of the LPG tanker used
as a physical exercise object will be visible for players, the real name shall not be used in any
communication.



All contact with Avinor (Oslo ATCC), including activation and deactivation of the established
“Danger‐Area AIR”, shall be done by DISTAFF. DISTAFF will communicate with the appointed
“Aircraft Coordinator” (ACO) on board the OSC vessel. The ACO shall coordinate the
participating air traffic in the D‐Area in real time.
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All aircraft / drones (RPAS) shall report to the Aircraft Coordinator (ACO) on board the SOSC
vessel (see Communications Catalogue for contact data / frequencies).
Aircraft shall report before entry of the D‐Area, and when leaving the D‐Area.
Drones (RPAS) shall report before take‐off, and after landing.
QNH shall be given by ACO to participating air traffic in the D‐Area.



Aircraft (LN‐KYV and KBV 501) shall be tasked by the NCA Incident Command.
Available tasking times are as follows:
KBV 501:
1300‐2100 local time (26th).
NOTE: Last flight shall be around sunset this day. Landing @2100.
0900‐1500 local time (27th).
LN‐KYV:

1600‐2400 local time (26th).
NOTE: Last flight shall be after sunset this day. Landing NLT 2400.
1100‐1500 local time (27th).



Vessel details to be used for “NCA CHEM”:
o IMO: 9000089
o MMSI: 257353111
o Call sign: LALM5
o Ship owner: Solvang ASA
o P&I insurance: Skuld
o H&M insurance: Norwegian Hull Club (NHC)
o Class: DNV GL
o Charter: Statoil
(see “Communications Catalogue” for contact data)



Vessel details to be used for “NCA OIL”:
o IMO: 9000091
o MMSI: 257353222
o Call sign: C6AG7
o Ship owner: Teekay
o P&I insurance: Gard
o Class: DNV GL
(see “Communications Catalogue” for contact data)
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